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Christmas Greetings and Good Wishes for 2017 from everyone at M&DGS

Christmas 1936! 80 years ago.
How cute are these littlies!!

Lorraine and Melva Schliefert and Doris Wood in Henderson Park Mildura 1936 with their Christmas presents.
Image from Museum Victoria
http://collections.museumvictoria.com.au/items/768459http://collections.museumvictoria.com.au/items/768459
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President’s Report
Greetings everyone,
It has been a hectic four months since the August AGM when I relinquished my Newsletter
Editor role (so I thought) and took on the challenging role of President. A huge vote of thanks
to retiring President Lyn Grant who held the reins for the last three years. Lyn’s hard work and
dedication to the MDGS has also involved many successful projects and although she has retired from the
committee, she still manages the very active Projects’ Team whose current objective is the digitising of the
Mildura Court Records. Thank you, Lyn, for all your contributions! (Photo opposite.)
The new 2016/2017 enthusiastic committee consists of continuing members, Mal Williams, (Research and
Vice President), Kaylene Charles, (Librarian), Graham Smith, (Treasurer) and Paul Nicolias, (Publicity). New
committee members are Marilyn Courtney, Liz Wallace, Sue Andrews and Judy Harvey, the latter two who
are sharing the secretary role in an ‘acting’ capacity. Sue Andrews is also Roster Officer. We have already
met on three occasions to plan for a successful year ahead. Read a small bit about each of your committee
members in this edition of Grapeline.
It is becoming difficult to fill some committee positions. We had no nominee at the AGM for either Secretary
or Newsletter Editor. For the September Grapeline, Mal Williams acted as editor and for this edition I have
done the job but I cannot continue to do so. Have we reached the time when we will no longer be able to
publish our quarterly newsletter? Does it mean that we rely on Social Media to get our news out? Our Facebook
Page does generate quite a bit of interest. If the newsletter is to continue, we urgently need a volunteer to
take responsibility for the quarterly publication of the Grapeline. Please contact me if you can take on this
role.
With fewer people available to take turns on roster, it may sometimes happen due to unforeseen circumstances,
that the rooms may not be open on an advertised day. If you can assist on the roster or be an emergency, please
contact Sue Andrews milduragenealogy@gmail.com
It is my hope that we can broaden our membership-base and increase the numbers who access the many
wonderful resources we have at the Carnegie Centre. Kaylene has been busy over many months restructuring
the library to facilitate visitor access especially to local resources which are now shelved together.
We have had some great meetings this last quarter. Peter de Tarczynski entertained us with his Polish
adventures, Danny Pitt shared his family background and the dreadful events at Rabaul in WW2 and Henry
Milne explained his family history, Scotland to Red Cliffs via New Zealand! The latter presentation was at
our November meeting held at Chateau Mildura where attendees enjoyed the historic ambience of the winery
first established by the Chaffey Brothers in the 1880s.
Finally, this year the committee decided to alleviate any hard work for the ‘few’ so that all can enjoy our
Christmas Breakup by holding our Annual Dinner at the Mildura Grand.
Wishing you all a very happy Christmas and a wonderful New Year,

Helen Stagg President
PS: REMEMBER we NEED an editor for 2017 if the Grapeline is to continue!
Email me at milduragenealogy@gmail.com
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1 At our September meeting Lyn Grant was presented with a certificate of appreciation and flowers for her time as President.

Introducing the 2016-2017 MDGS Committee
LIZ WALLACE: (Catering) I remember having an interest in family history at a young age – even
compiling family trees in my grandfather’s old mining ledgers that I found stored behind the chimney in our
old family home that had been occupied by five generations of our family 1865 – 2005.
After our children (Frank & mine) were well into their teens and we had shifted to Swan Hill I joined the
Swan Hill Genealogy Group in 1985, a year after it started.
In the thirty odd years that I have been researching, I have compiled my mother’s family into a book in 1990,
and a follow-up one in 2000. I have researched and made a small booklet for my father’s ancestors, following
up with two reunions and a few smaller family get-togethers between 1989 and 2011. I hope in the next few
years to compile my updated research into different family books on all ancestors for my three adult children
and eleven grandchildren.
In my eleven years with the Mildura and District Genealogy Society I have learnt a lot about this district while
helping with library duty. I have found my great grandmother’s two brothers came to this area as plumbers
circa 1892, and worked on the irrigation system with the Chaffey brothers. They also had 10 acres of land
each in the Nichols Point area not far from where our daughter’s 10 acres are today. They kept the land until
circa 1902 before joining their family in W.A.
Finally, I am enjoying being involved on Committee and being part of a great group of people in the MDGS.
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JUDY HARVEY: (Minutes Secretary) My family history quest started about ten years ago when I began
researching seriously. However, fleeting, tantalising snippets of information had been given to me when a
child. My maternal grandfather would often say, ‘You know your great great grandmother was already
married when she married your great great grandfather in Avoca’. His version was she had run away from
the US in the early 1860s, leaving a husband and at least one child! On being questioned, he would not
elaborate further. This conversation remained with me for years.
When my mother became ill in 2006 I realised the only information about my father’s family lay with her –
Dad knew virtually nothing about his relatives including his grandparents. As the only child of much older
parents he had little contact with his much older cousins. I gleaned some basic information from my mother
and so began the obsession. Initially I worked on my paternal and maternal lines while I had an opportunity
to talk to living relatives.
Now my time is consumed by researching many family trees not just looking for my ancestors but assisting
other people with an interest in tracing their family.
Note: I have not solved the mystery of my great great grandmother except that she was born in either Ireland
or Scotland, and perhaps was married in Ireland, but no conclusive evidence.
PAUL NICOLIAS: (Publicity) I have been a member of Mildura and District Genealogical society for three
years. I hold the important job of Publicity Officer and if I don’t do the job properly, no one will turn up at
our monthly meetings! I have been doing family history for over fifteen years. I got interested in genealogy
one night at Dad and Mum’s. We had cousins from Perth visiting and Mum was showing old photos to our
cousins. One photo caught my eye, of dad dressed in his army uniform, and then another of a man in a suit
and hat. I asked Mum who the man with Dad was and she replied that it was my father’s cousin George
Nicolias. I hadn’t known that Dad had cousins in Australia. George’s father was Theo Nicolias, my
grandfather’s brother and they had lived in Aberdeen Street in Perth.
So, it was that in 2001 my thirst for family history started. So far I have written over 400 pages. In 2009, seven
members of the Nicolias family flew from Mildura to Perth for a family reunion. While enjoying coffee one
morning with the cousins, I asked about Theo Nicolias but none of them knew who he was and when I told
them he was Grandad Paul’s brother, they were shocked. The next Sunday we visited Karrakatta Cemetery
viewing the Nicolias graves. Cousin Mary and I went to the cemetery office and got the details, including
section and grave number. It was about 100 meters from the rest of the Nicolias graves. Theo and his wife
Afradatis are buried together; they had died in the early fifties and had 6 children. I am grateful to my Mum
for putting me on the right road!
HELEN STAGG: (President) I have been involved with genealogy on and off for over thirty years, having
started when none of the research involved computers! More serious research began when I joined the MDGS
about ten years ago. I enjoy the thrill of the chase but have had my fair share of the proverbial ‘brick wall’
including my great grandfather who disappeared from the record around 1904 when my great grandmother
died aged 34 leaving 6 children, who were split up and fostered out. Bruno Hinze had operated under an
assumed name, Wilfred Bentley, so my only guess is that he assumed a new name and escaped his
responsibilities!
Another brick wall involves my father’s maternal great grandparents Philip Ian O’Mealley and Anne Kearns
who were around the Sydney area, (Kurrajong) in the 1830s. The Irish name and its many variations have
proved a sticking point and I have not found shipping or births or deaths for them!
Over the past 6 years I have been the editor of the Grapeline newsletter, a role I enjoyed and now I have taken
on the role of President. I have had other community and school board committee positions in years past and
enjoy trying to increase community participation in groups such as ours.
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SUE ANDREWS: (Roster & Correspondence Secretary) I am a newbie to the MDGS. I started volunteering
at MDGS about March 2014 for a couple of reasons. Even though I have only been a Mildurian for about 15
years – I thought my computer skills and passion for this ‘hobby’ might be useful, and to learn and pick up
tips from others on the same journey. I hadn’t thought about becoming a Committee Member – as I work fulltime, and do casual book-keeping for two other businesses. But after meeting so many enthusiastic people,
enjoying the great environment they have created, seeing the need for people in some committee roles, and
becoming friends with the passionate historian Helen – it was an easy step to take.
I started my family history journey about five years ago. I had never thought too much about starting my
family tree previously – but within a short period I lost my maternal grandmother and my mum. Just after my
mum passed away I was helping my dad go through a few things and I found a cardboard box in his garage
(in Adelaide) – that had documents from my grandmother – and a huge pile of photos! I rescued the photos
and thus began my interest in genealogy. Luckily I had been through the photos with my grandmother – but
years before, and I remembered some of the names of the people. Over the years I have managed to put names
to quite a few photos – thanks to meeting some cousins through Ancestory.com. I still have two wedding
photos that I have no idea who they are – but am hopeful one day I will be able to solve this.
GRAHAM SMITH: (Treasurer) For the past 10 years, I have been trying to fill blank spots on my family
tree, the Warrakoo Smiths. For instance, my Great Great Grandfather Thomas Smith came out from
Wareham in Dorset, England, in 1848 aboard the ‘Bolton’, landing in Adelaide. One of his brothers,
Obadiah, came out a number of years later, working as a merchant seaman. Thomas and another brother
Charles, wrote letters to Obadiah at an address in Melbourne in 1870 where merchant seaman could be
contacted but all letters were returned unclaimed. Family anecdotes have him supposedly lost at sea about
1870. After a lot of searching, and a bit of luck, I discovered that he had spent 3 months as a ‘guest of the
Governor’ in Melbourne at that time in 1870. He had come ashore, taken drink, of which he was not
accustomed, and assaulted a married woman. I then discovered that he died in Bombay, India in 1875 after
taking ill at sea, still working as a merchant seaman. I think that the ‘there may have been a death at sea in
1870’ story developed to avoid the family embarrassment of him actually spending time in goal, although
they may not have known as I don’t think Google, Ancestry or Trove were operating at that time! What a
pity I hadn’t asked some of my older relatives about our family history before they passed on as not all
history is recorded. At present I am trying to restore Thomas Smiths’ first house ‘Tantunga’, that he built in
1851 at Keyneton, SA, before it is lost completely to time.

2 Left: Tantunga House Keyneton SA & Right: Warrakoo Station House 1932
Q: What’s the difference between the Christmas alphabet and the ordinary alphabet? A: The Christmas alphabet has Noel.
Q: Why was Santa's little helper depressed? A: Because he had low elf esteem.
Q: What do you call a kid who doesn't believe in Santa? A rebel without a Claus.
5
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MARILYN COURTNEY: (Committee) I have been a member of Mildura and District Genealogical
Society for the past year and have caught the genealogical bug. Mainly I have been researching my husband
Eric’s family because he knows very little. Eric’s family is Irish and we don't have a long line of
connections on his side in Australia. I have spent many hours a week researching and although I don't have
much depth yet, I am working on it. Eric’s grandfather was my main person of interest because he was a
military man, and I was hopeful of having some success with his service records. I have come across
Courtenay and Courtenee and these spelling variations make it hard. I am not sure whether the name was
misspelled or whether the name changed or perhaps there is no connection at all. I have used various
programs to piece together this family tree and found the access to various subscriptions at MDGS of
enormous value as I could not afford a membership at ancestry.com. I also did an introduction to Legacy
Family Tree software, and found that very beneficial in recording the details. I now have quite a bit of
verified information on Grandfather Thomas Courtney's family history so I've turned my interest to my
mother-in-law as the only information I have of her is that she was born in a workhouse in Northern Ireland.
Meantime, I have accepted a position on the MDGS committee hoping I can support this vibrant
organisation in some way.
KAYLENE CHARLES: (Librarian) It was 1981 when I first became interested in Family History and I
attended a Family History seminar which was held at MADEC. I had also seen an article in the Sunraysia
Daily inserted by Mrs. Lyn Grant, owner of a Mildura Book Shop, inviting people who were interested in
researching their Family Tree, to attend a meeting at her home. It was at this meeting that I met other people
who were also keen to begin researching their family tree.
Back then, a big part of our research was applying for BD&M certificates. This was done by mail and I can
remember that the first certificate I applied for cost me $14.00 plus 50c return postage and it would take
anything from 10 days to 3 weeks for the Certificate to arrive. Each day I would look out for the postie, eagerly
awaiting a ‘new certificate’ that would hopefully verify another ‘link’ in the family tree.
Over the years I have traced both my father and my mother’s maternal and paternal lines, as well as two lines
of my husband’s family. At this stage of my research, I have only managed to put one family into book form,
but nothing has been published yet.
After so many years being involved with this hobby, one would imagine that every personal trait and lifestyle
movement of my ancestors would be known to me, but that is not the case, as over the time, I also became
interested in Local History and the Mildura Genealogical Society’s activities.
In 1985-87 I enjoyed being Secretary of MDGS and then during 1987-1997 the very interesting years as the
Society Project Officer. I enjoy transcribing and indexing records with the hope that by preserving and
retaining the information, it will be available for future genealogists.
During 2002 to 2004 I was part of a committee of 10, who organized the ‘Settler in the Sun’ Victorian State
Conference. In 2004-2006, I assisted Editor Sue Clarke with the Society newsletter. 2005 to 2007 I was
President of MDGS and then in 2013 I was nominated as Library manager. Another interest I have in the
Society is being a Duty person on the Library roster which I have been involved in from 1998 to present day.
Over the past 35 years I have often packed away my records while remarking ‘I have finished researching’
but then an inquiry will arrive or a new unsearched record will surface, and the research will start all over
again. The Family Tree and interest in History addiction will never finish.
MAL WILLIAMS: (Research Officer and Vice President) I have been a member of the MDGS since the
early 1990’s, and a committee member for the past 25 years. My interest in family history stemmed from a
desire to find out more about the people in some old family photos belonging to my maternal grandmother.
Genealogy and family history is now an obsession, and I now specialize and delight in tracking down and
contacting living descendants from all branches of the families that I am researching. Technology has made
a huge difference in research techniques, and the setting up of closed Facebook groups has enabled the
free sharing the family photos, stories and memorabilia. I also hope that the family history/genealogy bug
may be caught by some younger members of the family, to continue this never-ending search.
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AUSTRALIAN HISTORY & GENEALOGY EXPO
ADELAIDE, OCT 7 & 8 2016 BY HELEN STAGG and SUE ANDREWS
I attended this two-day event at Novar Gardens
as an exhibitor and speaker on my self-published
social history of the great engineering work to
harness the waters of the Murray River with locks
and weirs: Harnessing the River Murray: stories
of the people who built locks 1 to 9, 1915-1935.
My book comprises considerable family history
and oral history and so it fitted nicely into the
Expo’s framework. I collaborated with the
Engineering Heritage Association of SA and
shared their table; I found the two days passed very quickly as I met and spoke to so many interesting
people. One of the highlights for me was meeting a woman whose ancestors were on the same ship as my
Hinze ancestors, the Heerjeebhoy Rustomjee Patel which arrived in Adelaide in 1846. Such a coincidence!
Another of her ancestors was the Captain of the PS Marion on the day the Prime Minister was onboard to
attend the laying of the foundation stone at Lock 1, 5 June 1915. I was ‘blown away’!
The other highlight was sneaking away from my stand to speak to the people at the Lutheran Archives and
learning some facts about Mecklenburg, the region my German ancestors set out from all those years ago.
(Helen Stagg)
I had never been to a Genealogy Expo before so I
was unsure what to expect when I travelled over to
South Australia. The trip was colourful – beautiful
green countryside and wild flowers everywhere.
The venue was full of like-minded and
enthusiastic people who were all passionate about
Family History. There was a wide variety of
exhibitors ranging from information on programs
to use, numerous societies and association clubs,
genealogical, historical and ‘how to’ books, to tours and cruises. Not only was there a wealth of knowledge
to gain from the exhibitors but they also ran talks on a wide range of subjects over the two days. I attended
talks on Researching Health History, the Relevance of South Australia’s Mining History to Family
Historians, Locking the River Murray 100 Years Ago, and Ancestry DNA (which turned out to be
interesting when it was question/statement time – one lady in the audience mentioned herself, one of her
parents and a sibling all had the tests – and well – it turned out that the sibling was really a half-sibling!!
Scandalous!). All the talks were informative and the presenters were all entertaining. I would have liked to
have attended more but I caught up with my dad and family whilst in SA. It was great talking to different
societies – and seeing how eager they were to help others on their Family Tree journey. One notable standout was the Genealogy SA & Interest Groups. They assisted me with my German line – then they introduced
me to other exhibitors who in-turn passed on tips. I’d encourage anyone that can attend the next one to do so
– and I look forward to gaining more tips and making invaluable contacts. (Sue Andrews)
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“It’s like reading a great mystery novel, once
you've begun it's hard to put down.”
An article by Sarah Klarich, Sunraysia Daily, 1 Oct 2016, reprinted with permission.
(Mildura Seniors magazine insert pp 10-11.)

3 Graeme Butler in MDGS library. Picture courtesy Sunraysia Daily
Researching a family history is similarly addictive, and with each twist and turn another plot thread is
revealed. The Mildura and District Genealogical Society is the place to go to unlock your family’s past. It
has a very well stocked library and a band of dedicated volunteers willing to help others uncover where they
came from. The Sunraysia area is rich with many different backgrounds coming from all over the world.
Often, it was a matter of curiosity that sparked a person's interest in their own family tree. This might occur
following the death of an elderly family member who was a font of family knowledge. It's a common
thought: "We really meant to sit down with them and record their stories". Another reason could be to
establish from which branch of the family a certain talent came from.
The society's president Helen Stagg said that was the case for her. She began researching her family history
to try to figure out from which side of the family tree came daughter Siobhan's talent as an internationally
acclaimed soprano. "People have always asked 'where does she get that talent from? Did you sing?'," Mrs
Stagg said. "Both my husband and I have often wondered, too, where it did come from. When I started my
genealogy, I found cousins in Queensland, who I'd never met, and this lady sent me all the research she'd
8
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done. Included in it were the people's occupations and it had Lucille Benstead as a soprano; that was an
amazing moment. I've done extensive research now on Lucille; she's the granddaughter of my two times
great grandfather (who had married twice) so she is my half first cousin, twice removed. She’s definitely
related to our daughter and so this singing talent is in the genes."
Mrs Stagg said there were many reasons why people decided to trace their family heritage. "It's a sense of
being connected with your past, I guess, and where your family originated," she said. "It's the story of a
journey and if you look into your past and your ancestors you can sometimes see patterns and that's quite
fascinating. It becomes quite addictive actually."
Graeme Butler, a past president and society member for more than a decade, said some looked into their
family histories to learn about health issues, for example heart disease or certain types of cancer. He
estimates he would have helped hundreds of people research their family tree over the years. "Every time
someone comes in here it's a challenge, and most times I can point them in the direction they need to go and
the resources they need to access," he said. "We have paper resources, available in our extensive library, and
that's either publications by governments or by individuals who've done research, other peoples' family
histories, newsletters from other societies, and so on. Then we have access to different subscriptions such as
Ancestry and Find My Past, so we can get information from there. There are also other sites, such as Trove,
that contains digital newspapers."
But Mr Butler offers a word of caution: "Don't believe everything that is published on the internet. It's a
good idea to find three or four different records to confirm a point, especially where it is not clear cut," he
said.
(Sarah Klarich then interviewed
Marilyn Courtney, pictured left,
who was doing some research at
the Centre. “Marilyn Courtney has
caught the genealogical bug. A
member of the Mildura and
District Genealogical Society for
the past year, she's been hard at
work finding out information about
her husband's family's past….”
For a summary of what she said
see Marilyn’s bio earlier in this
magazine.)
4 MDGS President, Helen Stagg assisting Marilyn Courtney, Committee member. Photo courtesy Sunraysia Daily

For anyone interested in finding out more about the MDGS: www.milduragenealogy.com.au/index.htm or
Facebook www.facebook.com/milduragenealogy The society's rooms are open Saturday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, 11am to 4pm, with volunteers there ready to assist members with their research.
Written by Sarah Klarich, Features Journalist, Sunraysia Daily. Reprinted with permission. Photos also
courtesy Sunraysia Daily and used with permission.
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Peter de Tarczynski, guest speaker at the September meeting MDGS

5 Peter de Tarczynski speaks to a large gathering at the September meeting
The de Tarcyznski family history contains many prominent Polish figures with the most famous being
Stanislaw de Tarczynski an acclaimed violinist who emigrated to Australia in the early 1900s. Peter de
Tarczynski has had an interest in his family history for years and has undertaken two trips to Poland to
discover more about his ancestors. His grandfather, Stanislaw de Tarczynski, was born in Warsaw in Poland
in 1882, son of Josef de Tarczynski, Professor at the Warsaw Conservatorium. At the age of 20 Stanislaw
was engaged as leading violinist at the Moscow Grand Opera. He later studied under Henri Marteau in
Berlin, and was also leader of grand opera orchestras in Brussels and Warsaw. He came to Australia for
health reasons in 1912 and undertook a variety of work in Melbourne before joining the ABC Orchestra in
Adelaide in 1933. He was Professor of Music at the University of Melbourne, and was respected throughout
the musical world. Stanislaw had a daughter Halinka who became a notable opera singer in the 1940s and
50s.
Stanislaw died in June 1952 only months before his grandson Peter, our guest speaker, was born. Peter with
other family members, has travelled to Poland and with very little Polish language between them, managed
to find living relatives and visit museums in honour of their famous ancestors.
Peter had the Mildura audience in ‘stitches’ with some of his humorous explanations of the difficulties of
making himself understood without a common language. It gave hope to some of us to take the plunge and
explore some overseas connections, even if we don’t have a grip on the language spoken.

Grapeline pub. March, June, September and December. DEADLINES for submissions: (WE NEED AN EDITOR FIRST!!)
# 15th February 1st Quarter March Issue # 15th May 2nd Quarter June Issue # 15th August 3rd Quarter September Issue #
15th November 4th Quarter December Issue.
Members are invited to submit stories of interest, enquiries re their own family research, or questions about research in general.
Email milduragenealogy@gmail.com marked attention Grapeline Editor
Material needs to be received by the deadline as above to be included in the next available issue.
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Danny Pitt: guest speaker at the October meeting MDGS
Danny Pitt began his family search quest approximately two and a half
years ago. The reason – he was “adopted” 13 days after his birth in 1948
in Wentworth. His search was conducted without owning a computer.
Instead he sought assistance from libraries – such as the MDGS library
and those at Mildura, Wentworth, Berri and Peterborough. Other
sources used included Veteran’s Affairs, various cemetery trusts, town
councils, the War Graves Commission, Australian War Memorial
Research Centre and the Red Cliffs Military Museum.

6 Danny Pitt at our October meeting

Danny’s biological parents were May Norfolk and Cornelius
Cunningham. He was unofficially adopted (no papers) by Vera and
Charlie Pitt who raised him at Bourke. He was told about his birth
parents when aged seven, but had no real interest in his background
until contacted by a biological niece.

This gave him the opportunity to meet three of his siblings of whom he had no knowledge. Danny also
discovered his younger birth sister had been offered for adoption. He does not know why these adoptions
occurred. He then began the task of piecing together his family tree – both biological and adoptive.
Researching his biological father, Cornelius Cunningham, lead to a mission to discover more about a
forgotten battle of World War Two. Cornelius had enlisted in Mildura, at the age of 39, and joined the
Second Twenty Second Battalion. In 1941 the 2/22 was posted to Rabaul, New Britain. Their task was to
protect the airfield and seaplane anchorage and to provide an observation post. However, Cornelius was
repatriated to Australia suffering ill health. This discovery of his father’s war record led to a wider field of
research – the history of the 2/22 Battalion, (part of Lark Force which was considered ill-equipped for the
task) in Rabaul and he was invited to the annual reunion of Lark Force descendants.
The history of this battalion is not well known generally. When the Japanese landed with 5000 troops the
order was given for the withdrawal of Lark Force, which had 1400 men, on the basis of ‘every man for
himself’. The result was that approximately 160 were massacred at Tol Plantation and 836 were captured
and imprisoned. Most of these died when the Montevideo Maru was sunk by a US submarine on its way to
Hainan Island. Some of Lark Force escaped and around 400 managed to return to Australia. A small
number were shipped to Japan and liberated in 1945.
Prior to Anzac Day this year Danny travelled to Rabaul and was fortunate to visit some of the sites
associated with the history of the 2/22 Battalion and to experience the remaining war history. He plans to
further his knowledge of this arena of war and to revisit Rabaul. Danny is also organising a plaque for his
father’s grave in Adelaide.
NOTE: More information on this part of WW2:
https://www.awm.gov.au/unit/U56065/
http://www.jje.info/lostlives/places/2-22.html
http://australian-pow-ww2.com/lark_force_28.html
http://australian-pow-ww2.com/lark_force_28.html
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LIBRARY REPORT BY Kaylene Charles
Library Accessions for the past three months
Thank You to the Family of Nola Edwards for the donation of the following books





















Ghost of the Glen – a history of Glenpatrick and Nowhere Creek by Isabel Armer
Walhalla Heyday by G F James & C G Lee
Echoes of Elmhurst by Elmhurst Centenary & Back-to-Elmhurst Committee
The History of Gold Discovery in Victoria by James Flett
The Lower Homebush State School No. 2258
George & Mary Redpath: a family History by Ivan & Beverley Redpath
The Diary of Robert MacDougall written during the voyage of the ‘Manlius’ from Greenock
Scotland to Port Phillip, Australia October 1841- February 1842 by W A Wellsted
What ship came you by – the Story of the plague ship ‘The Manlius’ by W A Wellsted
Life ‘Down Under’ for our Taylor, Holmes & Free Families by Marj Roper & Bev Whelan
‘Mildura on the Murray,’ a collection of district photographs from the twenties
Irymple Urban Fire Brigade 50th Anniversary 1951-2001
Mildura Senior College Victorian certificate of Education Graduation Ceremony for 1999
Salt, Gypsum and Charcoal industries on Kangaroo Island 1803-1992 by Beverly Overton
The quiet waters by the Mount Pleasant district 1843-1984 by Reg Butler
Dorothy Hannah White (nee Doyle) 2001
First Red Cliffs Bowling Carnival Golden Anniversary 1933-1984
Red Cliffs Hospital Annual Report 1979/80 and 1984/85
World War 1 Personnel Records
The Australians killed in action in World War 11
ANZAC 75th Anniversary Souvenir Roll of Honour

Other purchases and donations













Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1890-1899 Vol 1
Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1900-1909 Vol 2
Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1910-1919 Vol 3
Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1920-1929 Vol 4
Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1930-1939 Vol 5
Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1940-1949 Vol 6
Weddings Great and Small from the Pyramid Hill Advertiser 1950-1959 Vol 7
From Slates to Cyberspace: Pyramid Hill and District Schools 1875-2004
Atlas of the Great Famine
Wilcannia and Riverboats
Walata Tyamateetj: a guide to Government records about Aboriginal people in Victoria
Swan Hill Memorial Park Burials & Monumental Inscriptions 1859-2010 on CD Geno 4
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Cemetery Lookups: Mildura (Nichols Point) Cemetery: WELLS, Elsie Caroline d:7/11/1929 C
of E Section, Grave No D052; WELLS, Eleanor Fanny d:9/10/1929 C of E Section, Grave No D052;
MARSHALL, Andrew William d:30/3/1970 Presbyterian Section, Grave No T015C; MARSHALL, Joan
Eleanor d:7/10/2004 Presbyterian Section, Grave No T015C; HAWSON, Mary Ann Jane d:20/9/1989
Lawn Section, Grave No G082; HAWSON, Harold d:20/6/1994 Lawn Section, Grave No G082. Merbein
Cemetery: Norman Penruth LANGDON, died 4 Oct 1970, buried 7 Oct 1970 Anglican Section, Grave
M007; Arthur William CHANT, died 27 Apr 1981, buried 30 Apr 1981 Lawn Section, Grave 103.

Research Queries:
Georgina PERRY from Melbourne, inquired about William John PERRY, her great grandfather, who
married Harriet ROBERTS. Her grandfather was Gordon Somers PERRY who had sisters Gladys Muriel
(who married Horace Campbell TREGONNING) and Mavis Elizabeth (who married David Alan
Henderson MOFFAT). I supplied some newspaper cuttings from the Sunraysia Daily and an Adelaide
paper, and put her in contact with Barbara TREGONNING (nee FETTELL), daughter-in-law of Gladys
and with Rosemary TENNENT, the daughter of Mavis.
Robert ALVAREZ from Adelaide was seeking information about his grandfather Archibald William
ALVAREZ who is buried in the Mildura (Nichols Point) Cemetery. His death registration in 1949 states
that his parents were John ALVAREZ and Sarah JOHNSTON. Although his headstone gives his birth date
as 2 Apr 1875, no record was found for his birth in Australia. Building the family tree for John and Sarah
was straightforward as several public trees are on Ancestry.com and I could verify the births of their
children on the excellent Tasmanian Government site: https://www.linc.tas.gov.au/ John was a lithographer,
born and married first in England to Zipporah Sarah Sophia BENSABAT and they had 2 daughters.
Zipporah died in Melbourne in 1859. John then married Sarah in Hobart in 1863. Five children were born in
Tasmania between 1864 and 1870. Their last daughter Adelaide was born in Adelaide in 1877, no sign of
Archibald though. Archibald married Susan SMITH in 1918 in Victoria and Robert’s father, Ronald Wilson
ALVAREZ, was born in 1924. Archibald assumed a different name sometime after his marriage, that of
George Archibald WILSON and this is what appears in the electoral rolls from 1921 through to his death on
1949. His death notice in the ‘Sunraysia Daily’ is under his original name, but mentions the alias George
Wilson. The funeral article mentions the Mildura Settlers Club and Heleys Pty Ltd. as wreath layers. The
family lived first on the corner of Tenth St and Lime Ave, then later at 115 Olive Ave. The search for his
birth record now continues.
Darryl McPARTLAND sought information about his great grandmother, Annie Eliza TAYLOR (nee
JUDSON), who died in 1928 at Irymple when she was knocked down by a truck which was being reversed
by her son Alfred. Building this family tree was interesting to say the least. Anne Eliza married John Charles
CLAYTON in 1884 and two sons were born in 1885 and 1887 in Kerang. Her son Alfred’s birth is
registered in Wentworth in 1898, under the surname CLAYTON, but no father is given. A daughter, Mabel
Rosemary is born in 1900 in White Cliffs NSW, father given as Alfred TAYLOR. Annie, obviously
separated from her husband, now appears as the partner of Alfred TAYLOR. Alfred and Annie appear in
the 1903 census, living at the Billabong (Nichols Point), where Alfred is a fisherman and woodcutter. He
died in 1922, and an affidavit sworn relating to his will indicates that he never married Annie, as both she
and her son Alfred go under the surname of Clayton.
Darryl’s grandmother Evelyn Ruby TAYLOR was born in 1905, marrying Cecil James McPARTLAND in
1930. Her older sister Mabel married Thomas DONALD, from another family that were also living at The
Billabong. Thomas and Mabel had a family of 4 boys, and whilst looking at the VIC Death Index, noticed
that Thomas, Mabel, Jack, William and Leslie had all died in Warburton in 1926. The tragedy that befell this
family is detailed in the many newspaper items relating to the Black Sunday bushfires on 14th February
1926. Alfred Taylor Jnr married Marjorie Alice MUNN in 1934 and was a fruit grower in Pomona in the
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1940’s. Marjorie died in 1951 in Wentworth and Alfred died in Swan Hill in 1969 and are both buried in the
Mildura (Nichols Point) Cemetery. All graves of the family buried in this cemetery are unmarked.

Membership Benefits: Free use of library. Quarterly newsletter (subject to the position of Newsletter Editor being filled)
Meetings: - Ist Monday of month except January and December, 7.30 pm Carnegie Centre, Deakin
Avenue Mildura.
Library Hours: -Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday: 11.00 am - 4.00 pm.
Closed all Public Holidays. Library Fees: - $10.00 for non-members per day.
Research Fees: $30 for first 2 hrs. $15 per additional hour.
Membership: -Joining Fee $10, Ordinary $22, Concession $16.50, Joint $33. Badge Fee $10

The M&DGS Inc. gratefully acknowledges the
contribution of
Mr Peter Crisp
Member for Mildura
whose office has printed this newsletter, free of all cost,
as a community service.
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